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a b s t r a c t

The last decade has seen a growing interest in cohesive zone models for fatigue applica-
tions. These cohesive zone models often suffer from a lack of generality and applying them
typically requires calibrating a large number of model-specific parameters. To improve on
these issues a new method has been proposed in this paper based on the Thick Level Set
approach. In this concept, material degradation due to cyclic loading is the result of inter-
action between damage evolution and fracture mechanics. The Thick Level Set formulation
has been extended to interface elements, in order to allow for separation of strain energy in
the bulk and energy required for surface creation. Global fracture parameters, derived from
a free energy description governing the interface elements, are used as input for the empir-
ical crack growth rate relation (Paris’ equation). It must be emphasized that in contrast to
existing fatigue models, the Thick Level Set approach does not require the definition of a
damage evolution law. Instead, damage is updated automatically by a continuously moving
damage front. It is shown that applicability is not limited to fatigue behavior of linear elas-
tic materials; elastic-plastic materials such as steels can be analysed as well. The sensitivity
of model parameters is investigated and discussed and the practical relevance is explored
for standard test configurations.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The presence of fatigue cracks is a major concern in many structures such as bridges, offshore wind turbines and air-
planes. Regular inspections are required to monitor fatigue crack growth during the lifetime, with an interval that has to
account for the uncertainty in predictive models. The costs associated with these inspections are typically high due to instru-
mentation and accessibility issues. Consequently, improving the predictive capabilities of fatigue models could significantly
reduce costs.

Over the years, many numerical models have been developed to improve the physical understanding of the mechanisms
involved in fatigue crack growth, with mixed success. Promising techniques such as the eXtended Finite Element Method
have been used for fatigue life prediction [1]. Other models use node-release techniques to investigate fatigue phenomena
such as plasticity-induced crack closure [2,3]. The last decade, however, there has been a growing interest in cohesive zone
models (CZM) for fatigue life prediction. In a cohesive framework, fracture is considered a degradation process in which
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Nomenclature

a; a0 crack length, initial crack length
Da;D�a crack increment, crack increment for cycle jumping
b isotropic hardening parameter
A crack surface
B specimen thickness
B matrix containing derivatives of shape functions
C Paris’ equation constant
Ceff Paris’ equation constant accounting for crack closure
Ckin initial kinematic hardening modulus
c1 damage function parameter
d damage scalar
Ddmax damage increment for cycle jumping
D cohesive stiffness tensor
D0 initial cohesive stiffness
E Young’s modulus
fext external force vector
fint internal force vector
F applied force
g constraint equation
G global energy release rate
jac partial derivatives in consistent tangent matrix
K;KI mode-I stress intensity factor
DK stress intensity factor range
DKeff effective stress intensity factor range
K stiffness matrix
lc size of damage transition zone
lel element length
Li; Lo distance inner and outer supports
m Paris’ equation constant
N number of cycles
DN number of cycles to be jumped
N matrix containing shape functions
p equivalent plastic strain
Q1 isotropic hardening parameter
r residual force vector
R stress ratio
R rotation matrix
t external traction vector
u displacement vector
U effective stress intensity ratio
w matrix containing integration point weights
V bulk domain
W specimen width
x Cartesian coordinate
Y local energy release rate
a back stress tensor
d cohesive displacement jump vector
�p plastic strain tensor
�e elastic strain vector
/ level set field
w free energy of interface
P potential energy
r0 size yield surface
rj0 initial yield stress
r stress vector
c kinematic hardening parameter
Ccoh interface domain
Ct boundary domain on which external tractions are applied
s cohesive traction vector
m Poisson’s ratio
X volume domain
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